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Abstract

A study of model-based systems engineering (MBSE) applied to a small-lift launch

facility is presented. The research uses SystemsModeling Language (SysML) products

and functional diagrams to document the ground systems on a launch pad servic-

ing a small class payload (0–2 tons). With the projected growth in launch cadence of

small-lift rockets in the coming decade, there is a need to design increasingly complex

launch systemswith greater efficiency. The potential improvements in project commu-

nication, quality, and productivity are explored by developing a model following the

ISO/IEC 15288 technical process framework and the International Council on Sys-

tems Engineering (INCOSE) Object-Oriented Systems Engineering Method (OOSEM)

methodology. The stakeholder requirements are defined and analyzed to provide

traceability to individual systems and subsystems. An architecture is proposed by

generating engineering artifacts such as piping and instrumentationdrawings. The con-

cepts are verified and validated by performing engineering trade studies concentrated

on the pneumatic and fuel subsystems.

KEYWORDS

aerospace engineering, launch complex, launch pad, MBSE, model-based systems engineering,
small-lift launch facility, spaceport, SysML, systems engineering

1 INTRODUCTION

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) defines

systems engineering as “a methodical, multi-disciplinary approach for

the design, realization, technical management, operations, and retire-

ment of a system”.1 Model-based systems engineering (MBSE) is an

approach where the design, analysis, specifications, and verification

details are captured within a model representing the system.2,3 The

blueprint is controlled throughout the project’s lifecycle to offer stake-

holders a single source of truthwith traceability to themission require-

ments. The utilization of a system model can offer significant benefits

over the document-based historical approach including a reduction in

error propagation, improved maintainability of the system-of-interest,

reusability, and a heightened understanding. Graphical modeling lan-

guages enable this application, with Systems Modeling Language

(SysML) as the de-facto standard that was adapted and adopted by

This is an open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs License, which permits use and distribution in any

medium, provided the original work is properly cited, the use is non-commercial and nomodifications or adaptations aremade.

© 2022 The Authors. Systems Engineering published byWiley Periodicals LLC.

the Object Management Group (OMG).4 Within a SysML model, ele-

ments are abstracted offering overviews of components, interfaces,

constraints, and interconnections between systems.

A launch pad is an example of a systems engineering project inwhich

the primary mission is to provide all the resources required to launch

a rocket vertically from the ground. The facility includes a launch

mount to physically support the rocket, service structures for umbilical

mates, and all the infrastructure that the launch service provider (LSP)

requires prior to liftoff. For a liquid-propellant rocket, ground systems

typically include civil, mechanical, controls, fluid ground support, cryo-

genics, propellants, deluge, pneumatics, HVAC, safety, environmental,

electrical power systems, and hydraulics. The design and maintenance

of a launch pad is a complex engineering problem. The systems must

function cohesively in parallel to support the payload reaching the

targeted orbit. Early in the development of a launch pad, life cycle

costs tend to become locked into place. Late identification and repair

Systems Engineering. 2022;25:537–550. wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/sys 537
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538 TARAILA AND ASUNDI

to problems cost considerably more than problems caught earlier.

Descopes to mission requirements accepted later versus earlier in the

project life cycle also result in reduced cost savings. Figure 1 illustrates

NASA’s launch propulsion systems roadmap.5 To support the expected

growth in launch cadence of small-lift vehicles, there is a need to apply

MBSE to ground based spaceports.

Each launch facility is custom built and tailored tomeet the needs of

the LSP. Whether the customer is a commercial company or a military

client, the requirement to build, operate, and maintain the space-

port in the most efficient manner to support upcoming launches is

a shared desire at all facilities. To get to market at the fastest pace

with a quality result, spaceports require well-organizedmodeling tools

with a single source of truth. There are currently limited resources

for applying MBSE to launch facilities, which is the primary motiva-

tion for this research. The application of an MBSE methodology and

technical framework to the lifecycle processes of a launch pad offers

the aerospace practitioner a state-of-the-art case study contributing

methodologically to the field of systems engineering.

Oneof the first steps to theMBSEapproach is to select theappropri-

atemethodologyand framework.AnMBSEmethodology is definedas a

collection of processes, methods, and tools to aid systems engineering

within a “model-driven” context.2,6,7 It is essentially a “recipe”, apply-

ing tools, methods, and processes to a specific problem set. The leading

MBSE methodologies used in industry today include IBM Telelogic

Harmony-SE,8 InternationalCouncil onSystemsEngineering (INCOSE)

Object-Oriented Systems Engineering Method (OOSEM),9,10,11 IBM

Rational Unified Process for Systems Engineering for Model-Driven

Systems Development,12 Vitech MBSE Methodology,13 JPL State

Analysis,14,15 and Dori Object-Process Methodology.16 An in-depth

survey of each methodology is beyond the scope of this report, but the

reader is directed to Jeff Estefan’s survey ofMBSEmethodologies for a

detailed description of those listed above.6

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the technical

process frameworkandmethodology selected todevelop theproposed

launch facility. The subsequent sections are driven by the framework,

beginning in Section 3 with the definition and analysis of stakeholder

requirements. Sections 4–7 describe the architectural design, imple-

mentation, integration, verification, and later stages of the project.

This is where the engineering solutions that satisfy the requirements

SIGNIFICANCEANDPRACTITIONER POINTS

∙ The paper aligns with the vision of INCOSE, “A bet-

ter world through a systems approach”, by applying

model-based systems engineering to launch pad design,

a unique use case, which has minimal documentation for

researchers or practitioners. The small-class launch indus-

try is projected to follow an exponential growth curve

over the next decade. To support the trend, there is a

significant need to design increasingly complex launch

systems with an improved rate of efficiency. The ven-

ture class launch service providers are obtaining licenses

from the Federal Aviation Administration, which allow

hundreds of missions per year. In this context, the MBSE

breakdown of the launch pad schematics, flow analyses,

etc., would be of critical interest to a researcher in the

field of aerospace engineering. For practitioners in the

rocket launching community, the application of INCOSE’s

OOSEM methodology, and the ISO/IEC 15288 technical

process framework will aid in the development of future

requirements, pad architectures, test plans, and construc-

tion of launch padswhile usingmodel-based approaches in

SysML.

are explored, studied, realized, iterated upon, and improved. Section 8

discusses the overall process and lessons learned. Finally, Section 9

presents the conclusions of the study.

2 INCOSE OOSEM AND ISO/IEC 15288

INCOSE OOSEM, developed in 1998, is often implemented in con-

junction with SysML to provide a best practice to MBSE.17,18 The

present-daymodel-basedmethodologies are dominated by the object-

oriented approach.19,20 The term “object-oriented” (OO) is derived

from the third generation of software programming languages, suc-

ceeding assembly and machine-code.21 A higher level of abstraction

F IGURE 1 NASA launch propulsion systems roadmap5
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TARAILA AND ASUNDI 539

is obtained in OO with the introduction of classes, objects, aggre-

gation, and inheritance. OOSEM outlines a methodology founded on

model-based and object-oriented techniques while following tradi-

tional system engineering practices.17 The processes are iterative and

recursive in nature, matching the intentions of the ISO/IEC 15288

framework.22 While the steps are in sequence, the functions are

expected to be executed in parallel and iterated multiple times prior

to design completion. After multiple iterations of this outline, model

artifacts are produced and combined to constitute an MBSE model.

OOSEM development activities include analyzing stakeholder needs,

defining system requirements, defining logical architectures, synthe-

sizing candidate allocated architectures, optimization, evaluation of

alternatives, and finally system validation and verification. ISO/IEC

15288 is a guide to determine what needs to be done, while OOSEM

defines how that can be done, and at their intersection lies the design

process outlined in this research paper.23

The ISO/IEC 15288 technical process is the framework selected to

capture a launch pad design with MBSE and SysML as the medium.

ISO/IEC 15288 is an international standard managed by ISO/IEC JTC

1/SC 7 concerning systems and software engineering processes and

lifecycle stages.22,24 The standard is divided into the four primary cat-

egories of Technical, Project, Agreement, and Enterprise. The technical

processes include stakeholder requirements definition, requirement

analysis, architectural design, implementation, integration, verifica-

tion, transition, validation, operation,maintenance, and disposal.25 The

ISO/IEC 15288 technical process was selected because the steps are

complimentary to the OOSEM process.22 It was also chosen because

INCOSE has adopted the 15288 standard and has integrated some

elements into the INCOSE Systems Engineering Handbook v3.26

3 STAKEHOLDER REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION
AND ANALYSIS

The first step of the ISO/IEC 15288 technical process is to produce

a list of stakeholder needs regarding the system-of-interest.22,24 The

inputs include a description of the objectives, timeline, budget, con-

straints, terms, conditions, and industry standards or specifications.

The output is a formally documented and accepted set of requirements

to govern the project.25 The traditional text-based requirements are

bridged to themodeling environment using themedium of SysML.

In this application, requirements have been organized into a branch-

ing hierarchy classified by level, type, and system. The requirement lev-

els are mission (Level 1, ID-#), system (Level 2, ID-#.#), and subsystem

(Level 3, ID-#.#.#) and the requirement types are functional, perfor-

mance, constraint, or verification. The systems include site, controls,

fluid ground support equipment (FGSE), safety, electrical power sys-

tems (EPS), and hydraulics. The functional requirements define what

an element must do, and the performance requirements quantify how

well an element must accomplish a specific function. The constraint

requirements capture the regulatory, safety, environmental, or opera-

tional limitations, aswell as design standards enforced. The verification

requirements dictate methods of establishing confidence to ensure

the system will perform as intended in its environment. The system

requirement decomposition is exemplified in Figure 2 concentrating on

the FGSE system text-based requirements that will be linked to the

model. FGSE requirements are guided by the NASA requirements for

ground-based pressure vessels and pressurized systems.27

To manage requirements and the relationships between them,

requirement management tools are commonly used and maintained

in a database. To bridge text-based requirements to the MBSE model,

SysML offers requirement modeling functionality which works in

parallel with a well-defined project requirement management pro-

cess to enable rigorous traceability. For example, the requirements

in the FGSE specification are modeled in a tree structure consis-

tent with the organizational structure of the text-based specification.

To perform requirement analysis in SysML, relationships are defined

that link requirements to other requirements and model elements.

These requirement relationships include derivation, satisfaction, ver-

ification, refinement, and trace. Once the text-based requirements

are loaded into the model, they can function in an object-oriented

machine-readablemanner paving theway for eventual verification test

cases.17

4 ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

The next step in the ISO/IEC 15288 technical process is “Architectural

Design”, aligning with the OOSEM technical process step to “Define

LogicalArchitecture” and “SynthesizeAllocatedArchitectures” to fulfill

stakeholder requirements.22,24 The inputs include the requirements,

design constraints, a traceability matrix, and system interface spec-

ifications. The outputs are an architectural design baseline, system

element descriptions, refined interface requirements, and an initial

verification strategy.25 To produce these outputs, the model is set up

with a package structure, modeling conventions are defined, a mission

analysis is outlined, and internal block diagrams (IBDs) are generated

to represent traceability to requirements and external interfaces such

as the launch vehicle.28

The system IBD (Level 2) in Figure 3 shows connection points

between launch pad systems as well as external mission elements.

The controls, FGSE, safety, site, launch vehicle, EPS, and range ground

station are all parts of the mission. The ports on each subsystem

boundary identify each of its external interfaces. Each port represents

unique interfaces such as safety, electrical, tubing and piping, soft-

ware, or more general abstract logical connection points. The frame

corresponds to the launch pad and interfaces with the launch vehicle

are labeled with “LV i/f”. For example, the “LV fuel i/f” port specifies

the external interface to the launch vehicle’s first stage fuel tank and is

the point where FGSE performance requirement ID-3.4.2 for fuel flow

rates between 0 and 100 gpm are verified. From an object-oriented

perspective, a launch vehicle interface can be viewed as an abstraction;

a definition of the general properties of an FGSE mechanical inter-

face that it shares with other interfaces, such as electrical umbilicals

or network connections. Furthermore, the FGSE mechanical interface

“inherits” the general properties of a launch vehicle interface (e.g., port
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540 TARAILA AND ASUNDI

F IGURE 2 SysML requirement table for launch pad FGSE

diameter,material, location) and thendefines additional FGSEmechan-

ical interface-specific properties (e.g., fitting type, maximum expected

operating pressure, torque, thread diameter), which can then be inher-

ited by other variants of FGSE mechanical interfaces.23 The model has

the ability to tie a complex system of systems together in an object-

oriented fashion, assisting in the generation of derived artifacts such

as 3D CAD models, power distribution plans, network mapping, pip-

ing and instrumentation diagrams (P&IDs), functional diagrams, site

plans, and hazardous classification maps. For additional guidelines

on modeling methods and conventions, the reader is directed to “A

Practical Guide to SysML”17 by Friedenthal, Moore, and Steiner. For

supplementary applications of MBSE models, the reader is pointed to

“Architecting Spacecraft with SysML”,28 by Sanford Friedenthal and

Christopher Oster.

In this application, the launch pad is further defined by a subsystem

(Level 3) decomposition. The control subsystem provides the ability

to remotely run hazardous operations, establish situational aware-

ness for operators, offer hazardous event detection, and capture data

acquisition. The architecture proposed includes primary and redun-

dant synchronized servers. There is a fiber optic connection to an

off-site location for remote operation. The electrical vault houses the

servers, network switches, and fiber patch panels, which tie to field

controllers for the fuel storage, oxidizer storage, and launch mount

areas. Every controller has multiple network connections, increasing

redundancy by offering two independent paths back to the electrical

vault. By generating the architecture in SysML, single point failures

are quickly identified and eliminated. The control system is a critical

component for mission success, which provides remote telemetry to

operators, automates events, and helps to lift, lower, load, de-tank, and

monitor the rocket prior to lift-off.

The field controllers accept telemetry from end devices for valve

position, pressure, temperature, flow, level, and other signal types by

primarily using analog or digital inputs. Controllers also send com-

mands to end devices using analog or digital outputs. With the control

system IBD and fundamental architecture established, the respon-

sible engineer can select hardware, generate control drawings, and
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FGSE Requirements 
ID-# Type Description 

Mi«inn R"nuirem.,ntc 

ID-1 Launch Cadence (Level 1) The launch pad shall support a mission every two months 

ID-2 Functional Reguirements 
ID-2.2 E~:iE F1in~ti2n;il (Level 2) 
ID-2.2.1 FGSE Detank (Level 3) The launch pad shall detank all commodities in the event ofa launch scrub 

ID-2.2.2 FGSE Loading The launch pad shall load all commodities from storage area(s) to launch vehicle 

ID-2.2.3 FGSE Svstem 1/F The FGSE subsvstems shall provide interface conditions [ID-3 .4.1 throul!h 3.4.9] 
ID-2.2.4 FGSE Sample Frequency The FGSE subsystems interfacing with launch vehicle shall be sampled 1 month prior to each mission 

ID-2.2.5 FGSESystem Cleanliness The FGSE subsystems shall meet cleanliness requirements at each interface 

ID-3 p .. rfnrmance R"""irements 
ID-3 .4 FGSE Performance 
ID-3 .4.1 Fuel Subsystem -Storage The Fuel Subsystem shall contain 30,000 gallons 

ID-3 .4.2 Fuel Subsystem - Flow The Fuel Subsystem shall provide flowrates between Oto 100 gpm 
ID-3 .4.3 Fuel Subsystem - Pressure The Fuel Subsystem shall operate with a Maxiumum Expected Operating Pressure (MEOP) of 150 psig 

ID-3 .4.4 Fuel Subsystem - Filtration The Fuel Subsystem shall contain inlinefiltration of 10 µm 

ID-3 .4.5 Fuel Subsystem - Purge The Fuel Subsystem shall have a Gaseous Nitrogen purge. 
ID-3 .4.6 Helium Subsystem - Storage The Helium Subsystem shall contain 100,000 standard cubic feet (scf] 

ID-3 .4.7 Helium Subsystem - Flow The Helium Subsystem shall provideflowrates between Oto 15 standard cubic feet per minute (scfm) 

ID-3 .4.8 Helium Subsvstem - Pressure The Helium Subsvstem shall operate with a Maximum Expected Qperatinl! Pressure (MEOP) of 5,000 psi!! 
ID-3.4.9 Helium Subsystem - Filtration The Helium Subsystem shall contain inlinefiltration ofl0 µm 

ID-4 Constraint~ 
ID-4.2 F~:iE !:2ngr;iinU 
ID-4.2.1 FGSEP&ID The FGSE system shall document Piping and Instrumentation (P&ID) drawings for all commodities 

ID-4.2.2 FGSE Cleanliness The FGSE components shall meet SAEAS4059 Rev E. Class 2 cleanliness standard 

ID-4.2.3 FGSE PVS Standard The FGSE system shall follow standard NASA STD 8719.17 NASA ReQuirementsfor pressure systems 

ID-4.2.4 FGSE Temperature The FGSE system shall operate within an ambient temperature range of oeF to 1202F 

ID-4.2.S FGSE Pressure Vessel Code The FGSE pressure vessels shall conform to ASME B&PV Section VIII Division 1 standard 

ID-5 ~1:[ifi~;iti2n 
ID-5.2 FGSE Verification 
ID-5 .2.1 FGSE Isometrics The FGSE system shall document isometrics with dimensions of all components and assemblies 

ID-5 .2.2 FGSE Leak Tests The FGSE svstem shall contain documentation for initial leak checks of all subsvstems 
ID-5 .2.3 FGSE Fabrication The FGSE system shall document component certifications of conformance 

ID-5 .2.4 FGSESystem P&ID The FGSE system shall document functional diagrams of end components with interconnections 

ID-5 .2.5 FGSE System Codes The FGSE svstem shall conform to standard pressure vessel and pressure svstem standards 

ID-5.2.6 FGSE Inspection Plan The FGSE system shall contain documentation of inspection plans for each commodity 

ID-5.2.7 FGSE Weld Procedures The FGSE system shall document B31.3 compliant weld procedures 

ID-5 .2.8 FGSE Hydrostatic Testing The FGSE system shall document all hydrostatic testing reports 

ID-5 .2.9 FGSE Mechanical Checkout The FGSE system shall document mechanical checkouts 

ID-5 .2.10 FGSE Non-Destructive Exam The FGSE system shall document all non-destructive testing 

ID-5 .2.11 FGSE Relief Valve Analysis The FGSE system shall document relief valve analysis for all subsystems 

ID-5 .2.12 FGSE Flow Analysis The FGSE system shall generate a flow analysis for the proposed design of each subsystem 
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F IGURE 3 Launch pad IBD of system interfaces (Level 2)

begin the implementation process. Froma safety perspective, the hard-

ware selected shall be explosion-proof, intrinsically safe, purged and

pressurized,29 or another hazardous area mitigation technique out-

lined in NFPA 70 Article 500.7.30 The Level 3 control architecture IBD

is shown in Figure 4.

5 IMPLEMENTATION

After requirements are developed and an architectural design is gen-

erated, the subsequent step is to design and fabricate each system to

conform to the architecture. The inputs are design requirements, veri-

fication criteria, andvalidation criteria, governedby industry standards

and safety practices. The outputs are integration constraints, a refined

implementation strategy, detailed drawings, updated design documen-

tation, and O&Mmanuals.25 In this study, the implementation focuses

on the generation of P&ID diagrams for the FGSE helium subsystem.

The FGSE helium subsystem performance requirements (ID-3.4.6

through ID-3.4.9) guide the design of the P&ID functional diagram

shown in Figure 5. The launch pad is required to store 100,000 stan-

dard cubic feet of supply, provide flow rates at each interface between

0 and 15 standard cubic feet per minute (scfm), handle a maximum

expected operating pressure (MEOP) of 5000 pounds per square

inch (psi), and contain 10 micrometer inline filtration. The system is

intended to purge the liquid oxygen subsystem and launch vehicle. The

P&ID is not a SysML artifact, but is based on the requirement tables

and IBD interfaces defined in the previous figures. Every component

in the diagram has a unique identifier. For example, PT-H36 is a pres-

sure transducer in the helium subsystem measuring supply pressure

to the LO2 P&ID with a unique tag denoting where the interface is

located on the corresponding LO2 drawing. The launch pad helium sub-

system evolves with traceability by generating a requirements table,

deriving P&IDs based on the requirements, extracting a bill of mate-

rials (BOM) from the P&ID, and linking the associated blocks within
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F IGURE 4 Control subsystems IBD (Level 3)

the SysML model to their respective requirements. If a unique identi-

fier has no link to a requirement, it serves no purpose and should be

removed.

The methods for verification of the helium subsystem will use this

P&ID architecture as the baseline. A similar P&ID and verification

strategy is deployed for other commodities on the launch pad. In

SysML, every component in the helium P&ID may be represented as a

block with attributes that would traditionally be stored inside a BOM.

The valve flow coefficients, pressure tranducer ranges, hazardous mit-

igation techniques, component dimensions, relief valve set pressures,

and sensor accuracies are examples of possible block attributes stored

in the SysML environment.

6 INTEGRATION AND VERIFICATION

Integration realizes the system by gradually combining elements of

the architectural design. This is an iterative process repeated in par-

allel with the verification and validation processes. The outputs are a

verifiable system, the results of the integration testing, and records

of problem resolution as needed. During integration, components are

received, installed, and records are archived for future reference. The

verification process seeks to determine if the system was built cor-

rectly. Inputs of verification are the baseline system requirements,

test criteria, a requirement verification traceability matrix, and sys-

tem elements to be verified. The activities include defining a strategy
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F IGURE 5 P&ID for FGSE helium subsystem

for system verification, creating, and maintaining a requirements ver-

ification traceability matrix, and conducting specific verifications to

demonstrate compliance with requirements.25 The four fundamental

methods of verification are inspection, testing, analysis, and demon-

stration. There are numerous verification activities to perform for a

launch pad. The verification process is modeled by building a set of

requirements, generating diagrams based on the requirements, which

are used to build a set of schematics standardized in the industry.

Once the schematics are developed, these are translated to calcula-

tions, the results of which trace back to the initial requirement with

a clear pass or fail criteria. The following section conducts a verifica-

tion by analysis with respect to the proposed FGSE helium subsystem

architecture.

6.1 Gaseous helium verification trade study

The goal of this exercise is to verify the helium specification (ID-3.4.7)

by performing an analysis by hand and comparing the results to a flow

analysis simulation. Panel line sizing demonstrates that the selected

dimensions meet piping circuit pressure drop and flow specifications

at the specified conditions (temperature and pressure) while practic-

ing within safe operating conditions with respect to fluid velocity. Inert

gases such as helium or nitrogen should not exceed Mach number 0.2.

The pneumatic calculations are driven by performance requirements

as well as bounding conditions for flow, temperature, and pressure.

The helium simulation results are generated by using a recognized

commercial-off-the-shelf flow analysis software package for com-

pressible flow titledAFTArrow.31 In this example, the "lengthmarching"

approach is implementedwherein the panel piping is divided intomany

segments, which are progressively analyzed while flow conditions

and physical properties are adjusted at each step. These calculations

are repeated with a Newton-Raphson convergence criterion until the

change in calculated conditions between iterations is less than the

allowable tolerance specified by the modeler. The AFT Arrow solu-

tion is compared with analytical calculations which are accurate at

low velocities, and thus low Mach numbers, providing an indepen-

dent second verification prior to building the system. The calculation

methodology starts with a desired mass flow rate and volumetric flow

rate, which is provided by the LSP and used to calculate the expected

pressure drop and flow velocity. Calculations shown in Table 1 are

based on the Crane “Flow of Fluids” Handbook.32 The AFT Arrow flow

analysismodel shown in Figure 6 is built to represent theP&IDdiagram

shown in Figure 5 for the gaseous helium (GHe) subsystem.

The flow starts with junction, J1, representing a storage tank cur-

rently holding a pressure of 2000 psig. The piping is ½ inch diameter

throughout the entire model. There are two pressure reducing regula-

tors in parallel, J5 and J34, which join at a tee directly downstream. For
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TABLE 1 Analytical calculations for the helium subsystem32

M Mass flow rate* lbm∕s Up to 0.002575

L Pipe length* ft 200.000

γ Specific heat* N∕A 1.667 at 1 atm and 70 ◦F

Dh Hydraulic diameter* ft 0.0562

M(GHe) Molar mass* u 4.002602

ρ Density* lb∕ft3 0.0103

Q Volumetric flow rate* ft3∕s 0.25

V Flow velocity ft∕s 100.90

C Speed of sound (GHe) ft∕s 3311.81

M Mach number N∕A 0.0305

Re Reynolds number N∕A 4432.24

ΔP Pressure loss psig 2.0592

Inputs denotedwith an asterisk (*).

F IGURE 6 AFT arrow FGSE helium fluid dynamic model configuration
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F IGURE 7 AFT arrow FGSE helium fluid dynamic model output

the initial simulation, the J34 regulator is simulated fully closed. Only

one of the three supply lines is modeled in this example. There are exit

relief valve devices on each line set at 1.25 times theMEOP. The outlet

pressures are represented by junctions, J16, J56, and J58 set to atmo-

spheric pressure. There are variable orifice sizes installed on the three

independent lineswhich generate different exit conditions to offer var-

ious ranges of flow. The outlet #1, J16, has a 0.10-inch orifice to deliver

a volumetric flow rate of 14.8841 scfm. The outlet #2, J56, and out-

let #3, J58, are simulated closed to focus on the first helium interface.

The process may be repeated for the remaining outlets. The size of the

orifice may also be adjusted to fine tune the delivered flow rate at the

interface.

The AFT flow analysis outputs depicted in Figure 7 and the ana-

lytical results shown in Table 1 verify requirement ID-3.4.7. The flow

analysis is completed prior to system construction. Confidence that

the proposed design will meet stakeholder needs is increased with the

verification of the two independent analyses. Figure 8 demonstrates

the conversion of the analytical calculations to a parametric diagram

(PAR) within the SysMLmodel for reusability and refinement. The out-

put from the gaseous helium trade study is plugged into the parametric

diagram which is traced to requirement ID-3.4.7 and linked within the

model.

6.2 Fuel verification trade study

The fuel subsystem requirements specify a 30,000-gallon storage

tank, MEOP of 150 psig, and an interface flow rate of 0–100 gallons

per minute with a nitrogen purge. To meet these requirements, the

fuel subsystem P&ID is simplified and represented by Figure 9.33

Bernoulli’s principle (Equation 1) uses the conservation of energy

applied to a flowing fluid while assuming steady state, incompressible,

inviscid flow along a streamline. The equation states that in regions

where the flow velocity is increased, the fluid pressure in this region

decreases.32

P1 +
1
2
𝜌v12 + 𝜌gh1 = P2 +

1
2
𝜌v22 + 𝜌gh2 (1)

The summation of the pressure energy, kinetic energy per unit vol-

ume, and potential energy per unit volume at two points in a flow path

must be equal. Point #1 is located at the top of the storage tank where

pressure, P1, is equal to the ullage pressure on the tank, the velocity is

zero, and at the top of the storage tank is height, H1. Point #2 is cho-

sen to be at the outlet at the bottom of the tank. The flow velocity at

the outlet of the tank is found from these two points using Bernoulli’s

equation with a known outlet diameter resulting in a volumetric flow

rate (Q) in gallons per minute. The resulting Reynolds number (Equa-

tion 2) indicates that the flow is in the transition zone from laminar to

turbulent.Using theReynoldsnumber and relative roughnessof Sched-

ule 40 pipewith a 1.0′’ diameter, the friction factor (f) for 1.0-inch clean

commercial steel pipe in the turbulent flow regime is found. The resis-

tance coefficients for piping, elbows, ball valves, andbends are summed

together to find KTotal (Equation 3), which is an input to calculate the

final head loss expectedat the launchmount interface (Equation4). The

fuel density, height change, inlet pressure, and head loss are inputs to

calculate the interface pressure at Point #4 (Equation 5).
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F IGURE 8 Parametric Diagram (PAR) for helium verification

F IGURE 9 Fuel analysis model setup33
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TABLE 2 Analytical calculations for the fuel subsystem32

P1 Pressure point #1 – Top of tank psig 7

V1 Velocity point #1 – Top of tank, zero velocity ft/s 0

H1 Height point #1 – Top of tank ft 10

P2 Pressure point #2 –Outlet of tank, case #1 psig 0

V2 Velocity point #2 –Outlet of tank, case #1 ft/s 41.44

H2 Height point #2 –Outlet of tank, case #1 ft 2

P3 Pressure point #3 –Outlet of tank, case #2 psig 9.85

V3 Velocity point #3 –Outlet of tank, case #2 ft/s 41.44

H3 Height point #3 –Outlet of tank, case #2 ft 2

P4 Pressure point #4 – Interface / outlet, case #2 psig 2.97

V4 Velocity point #4 – Interface / outlet, case #2 ft/s 41.44

H4 Height point #4 – Interface / outlet, case #2 ft 10

d Pipe diameter in 1.0

A1 pipe area in2 0.79

ρwater Density of water lb∕ft3 62.24

μ Dynamic viscosity cP 1.64

fT Friction factor, schedule 40–1.0 in. N/A 0.023

l Length of pipe ft 200

SG Specific gravity of fuel N/A 0.8226

Q Volumetric flow rate gpm 103.34

Re Reynolds number N/A 163,231

Kpipe Pipe resistance coefficient N/A 55.20

K90
◦elbow 90◦ elbow resistance coefficient (11 total) N/A 0.3220

Kball valve Ball valve (1.0 in.) resistance coefficient N/A 0.0690

K
Total

Total resistance coefficient N/A 59.018

hL Head loss ft 1632.24

Re =
Q𝜌
d𝜇

(2)

KTotal =
∑n

i=1
Ki (3)

hL = 0.00259
Q2KTotal

d4
(4)

Poutlet(Point#4) = 𝜌

(
H3 − H4 +

P3
𝜌
− hL

)
(5)

The interface is at a higher elevation than the storage tank and

cross-country line, increasing the pressure drop between the storage

area and the interface. The fuel system is designed to have the ability

to meet flow rates at the interface using storage tank ullage pressure.

The following Table 2 summarizes the inputs and calculated outputs of

the fueling subsystem analysis model. FGSE fuel performance require-

ment for flow rate (ID-3.4.2) is verified by analysis, with an estimated

volumetric flow rate of 103.34 gpm. The fuel analysis is guidedby equa-

tions and examples listed in theCrane technical paper32 and Emerson’s

Control Valve Handbook.34

7 LATER STAGES OF OOSEM AND ISO/IEC
15288 TECHNICAL FRAMEWORK

The process of transition entails the transfer of custody and respon-

sibility from the development team to the operational and support

organizations. Following a successful transition, the validation pro-

cess confirms that the realized system complies with the defined

requirements of the mission. Validation of the system is subject to

the approval of the key stakeholders. The operational process is the

successor to validation, using the system to deliver the intended ser-

vices. The maintenance process is typically performed concurrently

with operations. Inputs to operation include an accepted system, oper-

ational procedures, and consumables. The maintenance process helps

to sustain the system and extend the lifetime to support ongoing

operations. In this manuscript, Cameo Systems Modeler, an industry

leading cross-platform MBSE environment is deployed to develop a

launch pad model. The software provides robust tools to define, track,
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F IGURE 10 Launch pad 39C at NASAKennedy Space Center36

and visualize all aspects of a complex system-of-systems in compliant

SysMLmodels and diagrams.35 After the launch pad is constructed, the

next steps are mechanical checkout, performance testing, Wet Dress

Rehearsal, and finally the launch to orbit. A launch pad is an example of

a batch process plant where the majority of the system’s operational

life period is spent in an operation, maintenance, and optimization

mode preparing for the next mission.

A novel and methodological advancement to the state of the art

in MBSE can be applied to the later stages of the framework in the

form of pad optimization. As the SysML model is frozen and configu-

ration is locked down for the first launch, it is possible to export the

object-oriented software model to file formats such as UML XMI 2.4,

MagicDraw Native XML, EMF Ecore, MOF XMI, or Eclipse UML2.35

Upon export, software engineers can use this file in the object-oriented

programming language of their preference, such as Python, C++, Ruby,

or C#, to provide stakeholders with added benefits in the form of

automation. A key metric for determining whether a launch is success-

ful or not is by performing a post-launch data analysis. The system,

modeled as a set of objects which are controlled and manipulated in

a modular manner, can be represented as a set of classes, dictionar-

ies, and functions. These software templates have already been refined

and linked via the SysMLmodel, making post launch data analysismore

efficient. Test cases to validate the specifications and requirements

are streamlinedwith theobject-orientedapproach.Useable implemen-

tations of the UML metamodel may be used post-launch in support

of further development of the modeling tools. Lessons learned from

the first launch are realized in a more efficient manner, reducing the

time required to optimize the batch process plant’s capabilities in sup-

port of the next mission. The SysML model is updated after the first

launch with configuration changes selected by the stakeholders who

use the post-launch data reports to determine the best path forward.

The SysMLmodel is finalized, frozen once again, and the configuration

is locked down for the second launch. This iterative process, aligned

with ISO/IEC 15288 and OOSEM, efficiently executes each mission

until no longer required. The final step of the technical framework is

disposal, removing the system from the operational environment with

the intent of concluding its use.25

8 DISCUSSION

A study of MBSE applied to a small-lift launch facility was presented

using tools such as SysML and AFT Arrow, the INCOSE OOSEM

methodology, and the ISO/IEC 15288 technical process framework.

The development and analysis of stakeholder requirements in an

object-oriented MBSE environment helped to shape the project’s

direction, focusing on the constraints in a prioritized manner. The

stakeholder requirements definition and analysis phase were driven

by objectives, timeline, budget, etc., and resulted in a set of structured

requirements. These requirements along with design constraints,
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interface specifications, etc., were fed as inputs to the architectural

design phase. The architectural design created a system solution that

fulfilled the requirements, which was depicted in a system level IBD

diagram showcasing all the launch pad systems as well as a subsys-

tem level IBD connecting elements of the proposed control system.

The IBDs, a critical outcome of the architectural design phase, along

with verification and validation criteria, industry standards, and safety

practices, were used as inputs to the implementation phase. The over-

arching goal of the implementation phase was demonstrated in the

form of P&ID diagrams. For this study, P&ID diagrams for the FGSE,

which offered the engineer a cruicial end-to-end system graphic with

the intent to expedite later stages of the framework, were developed.

As part of the integration and verification phase, the FGSE trade stud-

ies were performed for the gaseous helium and fuel subsystems to

increase confidence in the design prior to development. For complete-

ness, a plan of action in the form of potential activities (validation,

operations, maintenance, and disposal) was identified for the remain-

der of the OOSEM and ISO/IEC 15288 technical framework. The next

steps are to complete a second iteration, refine the MBSE model, per-

form additional trade studies, improve the requirements, and build

the post-launch object-oriented software to support future missions.

To give the reader a better understanding of the product, Figure 10

depicts an artist’s representation of NASA Kennedy Space Center

Launch Pad 39C36 designed for small-lift launch vehicles.

9 CONCLUSION

As small-lift LSPs ambitiously race to capturemarket share in the expo-

nentially growing small class payloadmarket, launch pads are required

to support this trend.37 A spaceport is an example of a complex systems

engineering applicationwhich has a need for the advantages offered by

MBSE. The cost of the project and the associated timeline to comple-

tion are locked into place at early life cycle stages, compelling launch

pad engineers to draft elegant and accurate solutions during initial iter-

ations. By following the ISO/IEC 15288 technical framework, INCOSE

OOSEM methodology, and applying SysML to the MBSE approach, a

proof of concept for expediting launch pad development is realized.
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